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The Amazing Trampoline Act
G,OAL
Make a trampoline that wilt provide an object with the high-

est rebound.

MATERIALS

TfME TO CREATE

\o
Y;"Ns!
4

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY
Read the following, hightighting important information, and then answer the questions.

What do Eskimos (lnuit Yupiks), fire fighters, and circus performers have in common? They all use
a form of trampolines for either recreation or their careers.

The actualcreation of the trampoline in its modern form is credited to two men: George Nissen
and Larry Griswold. Around 1935, Griswold, an assistant gymnastics coach at The University of lowa,
and Nissen, a tumbler on The University of lowa gymnastics team, developed the idea of a "bouncing
rig" from observingtrapeze performers practice with tumbler nets. The men altered the tumbler net
by attaching a large piece of stretched canvas to an iron frame, using coil springs as a tether, and created the "bouncing rig." On a trip to Mexico, Nissen heard the word trampolin, which means diving
board in Spanish. Nissen tiked the sound of it and decided to change the spelling and call his new
bouncing rig a trampoline. ln addition to being used by fire fighters, gymnasts, and circus performers,
during World War ll, trampolines proved to be an integral part of mititary training for both pitots and
naval cadets.
Do you remember why Sir lsaac Newton is famous? lf you

think it's because he discovered the
gravity,
you're
partially
law of
correct. Newton did not actua[ty discover gravity; he merely defined it
mathematically. Newton's Law of UniversaI Gravitation explains that the greater an object's mass, the
greater its gravitationaI force.

1. What is the purpose of a tumbler net?

2.

How might trampolines have helped with training pilots during World War ll?
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3.
4.

Define rebound.

5.

Approximately how [ong would it take for a.) a feather dropped from your schoo['s roof to

How would you measure the rebound of an object such as a golf ball?

reachtheground?-b.)arockdroppedfromyourschool'srooftoreachtheground?
What is the difference in your estimations? Explain why there might be a difference in the amount of time for these items to reach the ground.

6.

Kinetic and potential energy are related to Newton's ideas. Briefly explain the energies below.

Kinetic:
Potential:

7.

Explain kinetic and potential energies using a trampoline as an example.

8.

What is bounce?

9.

When a batt is dropped and hits the floor, it stops. At this point, the molecules of the ballwill
be compressed in some places and stretched apart in others; this is an example of friction.

Friction is the force that creates resistance when coming into contact with a moving object.

Completethefollowingsentences:Whenaba[[ishe[dupintheairithasenergy. When it is let go, it starts falting because of

energy but no
, and as it falls its

energy is reduced, while its

energy increases. After it hits the ground, the batt should bounce back a little lower than the

height at which it was dropped. So after the first bounce, it has less potential energy than it
did originatty. Why?

10.

= KE + PE (total energy = kinetic energy + potential energy) can be used to find
the energy of the jump. ln the iump, kinetic energy decreases due to the velocity of the jump,
Th e eq

uation

E

and potential energy increases. Therefore, the greater the speed and force of the jump, the
larger the jump will be. Think about how the design of a trampotine could cause the greatest
rebound of an object. List the elements that are important for this to occur:
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TEAM CHALLENGE
Participants will work together in teams of two or three for zo minutes to make a trampoline that
provides the highest rebound of a golf ba[[ or a marble. Each team wi[[ have three tries.
When the teacher starts the time, your team will have exactly zo minutes to gather your suppties
and buitd your trampoline. When the teacher signals that the time is up, stop working immediately
and take your trampoline to the test site. Any team that continues to work after time has been called
may be disqualified.

Start Time

_:

+ zo Minutes =

Record measurements to the nearest

r:
Trial z:
Trial3:
Trial

_:_

End Time

r/8 inch ofthe height ofthe rebound.

inches
inches
inches

After the cha[[enge, complete the following questions:

t.
2.

What materiats did your team use that would provide the best advantage?
What was the difference between the highest and the lowest rebounds for your team?

3, Record the class's lowest rebound.
4. Record the class's highest rebound.
5. What was the difference between the class's lowest and highest rebounds?
6. What makes a trampoline provide a better rebound?
7. What design modifications

8.

could be made to make a better trampoline?

How might trampolines and/or the principles of trampolines help us in the future?
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